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APPLICATION OF UNDERLAYS
This summary provides a short description of roof underlays sold by Masterplast Ltd. to find the most appropriate solutions
for different fields of application. Our company offers a wide range of products from traditional non-vapour permeable underlays to vapour-permeable membranes manufactured with the newest technology and also vapour control layers used. The
most important rules of planning and construction are summarized below. Since all variations of end-using of the products
can not be anticipated, the designer/end-user’s responsibility to make sure of the suitability of the underlay for particular
purposes. This summary does not substitute the Planning and application guidelines of underlays (issued by ÉMSZ, 2006)
and the actual, relevant technical datasheet of the products (issued by Masterplast Ltd.).

Resistance to water penetration
The most important function of roof underlays is to drain the wetness - that appears under the roofing – to the eaves so
protect the structures and spaces as a secondary water shedding layer from the negative effects of wetness. Most of the
roofing materials do not provide waterproof covering, as an effect of strong wind, showers or in the form of snow-dust, a
part of the moisture penetrates under the roofing. Underlays also protect against the condensed water dripping from the
inside surface of the roofing. The smaller the pitch, the longer the way of the water and the more complex the roof forms, the
higher the risk of leakage is. There are also significant differences among the water resistance of the roofing materials. The
proper underlay covering should be chosen considering all the above-mentioned factors. The simplest and most favourable
solution is the application of underlays, which may be laid over rafters and allowed to drape slightly (unsupported) or laid
over thermal insulation or timber boarding (supported).
Underlays can be categorized according to their resistance to water penetration. There are three different product categories: classified as resistant to water penetration Class W1 (no water penetration – according to EN 1928); Class W2
(maximum 100 ml water passing through, according to EN 13111) – these underlays may only be applied on pitched roofs
over 25°; and Class W3 (more than 100 ml water passing through) – these products are not applicable as underlay, only on
vertical surfaces (in-situ mounted wall structures) as wind-barriers.
In case of each roofing material, the application guideline determines the minimum required pitch of the roof with unsupported, supported and sealed (with integral adhesive tape laid over timber boarding) application of underlay. The table
below contains the most frequent cases, for more details see the application guideline of the roofing material.
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1

Type of roofing

Type of underlay
covering

Empty
loft1

Built in roof
with
simple roof
form2

Built in roof
with
complex
roof form3

Plain roof tile with side groove
and single overlap (e.g. straight
or round cutted tile with groove)

Unsupported application
Supported application
Sealed application

20 °
15 °
10 °

35 °
15 °
10 °

40 °
20 °
15 °

Plain roof tile without side
groove and double overlap
(e.g. beaver tile)

Unsupported application
Supported application
Sealed application

20 °
15 °
10 °

30 °
15 °
10 °

35 °
20 °
15 °

Tile or concrete tile with
side groove or with groove
on wave top

Unsupported application
Supported application
Sealed application

18 °
15 °
10 °

22 °
15 °
10 °

26 °
15 °
10 °

Waterproof bituminous
shingle with double
overlap4 (mechanically fixed
through the underlay)

Unsupported application
Supported application
Sealed application

Not necessary
Not necessary
Not necessary

20 °
15 °
15 °

25 °
15 °
15 °

Empty loft: there is not built-in space under the roof, the thermal insulation is laid on the slab and not moisture-sensitive.
Simple roof form: max 10m rafter length, without jointed roof-windows, etc.
3
Complex roof form: valleys on the roof, length ot rafters are over 10 m.
4
Shingle: in case of high density mineral-wool thermal insulation and when the roof structure is properly ventilated, the given
values can be modified (on the basis of the manufacturer’s application guideline).
2
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Ventilation
In case of pitched roofs, the adequate roof construction has to be built
Non-ventilated (or single-ventilated)

1. ventilating air layer
TILE
50 mm counter batten

thermal
insulation

vapour permeable
underlay
additional
slat frame
vapour
controll
layer
grooved fixing item
gypsum
plasterboard
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tile batten

In case of a non-ventilated (or single ventilated) roof structure, the air movement is restricted to between the roofing and
the underlay by the counter battens. The role of this gap is to create an effective drainage path for the wetness that appears
under the roofing to be drained to the eaves or to be ventilated towards the ridge. Furthermore, the here streaming air is
cooling the hot roof covering on the backside in summer, thus also reducing the heat-load of the built-in spaces in the roof
and the aging of the underlay. In winter, this effect prevents the fast melting of the snow on the roof and the development
of ice-crests by the eaves.
In non-ventilated pitched roof, vapour permeable (Sd<0.3 m) but watertight (Class W1) underlays must be used.
In case of built-in spaces in the roof, this solution is recommended, because of the more simple construction and energetic
reasons (the underlay protects the thermal insulation from the cooling effects of the air movement)
For the proper working of the roof structure, there should be free ventilating gap minimum 200 cm2/m along the eaves,
minimum 50 cm2/m at the ridge, and 5 cm thick counter batten fixed along the rafters for the gap (For more information
see the application guideline.)
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Ventilated (or double-ventilated)
TILE

1. ventilating air layer 2. ventilating
air layer

50 mm counter batten

thermal
insulation

non-vapour
permeable underlay
additional
slat frame
vapour
controll
layer
grooved fixing item

gypsum
plasterboard
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tile batten

In case of ventilated (or double ventilated) roof, there are two airing gap in the structure. The upper gap is between the
underlay and the roofing. The role of this gap is to create an effective drainage path for the wetness that appears under the
roofing. The other gap (between the underlay and the thermal insulation) is necessary, because in this case the underlay
is non-vapour-permeable (Sd>0.3 m). In winter, the vapour - coming from the heated inner space - condense as it reaches
the surface of the cold underlay, but the up-moving air ventilates this condensed water to the ridge, thus preventing it from
dropping back.
In case of non-vapour permeable underlay (Sd>0.3 m), only this ventilated structure is allowed. In case of built-in roof, each
rafter space must be properly ventilated from the eaves to the ridge and the underlay is not allowed to contact the insulation!
This solution makes possible only simple roof forms and requires precise construction. Because of the cooling effect of
ventilation, the effective thermal resistance of the insulation decreases by ~25-30% . For the proper working of the roof
structure, there should be here also free ventilating gap minimum 200 cm2/m along the eaves, minimum 50 cm2/m at the
ridge, and minimum 2 cm-thick free airspace between the foil and the heat insulation.
If it is possible, ventilated (or double ventilated) roof structure should be avoided in residence and office buildings,
the application of vapour permeable underlay is a much safer solution.
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Vapour controlling
The temperature in winter is always higher in the living space than outdoors, that causes higher vapour-pressure. Depending on the function of the rooms, in a family house the vapour pressure can be 1400-1600 Pa higher in the inner space than
outdoors. Due to the difference in vapour-pressure, the vapour tries to diffuse through the structure.
In each case, a vapour control layer has to be mounted on the inner side of the heat insulation thus preventing that vapour
get into the heat insulation. In heated rooms, in offices vapour control layer (Sd >min 2 m) should be built in. In case of
wet rooms of apartments (e.g. kitchen, bathroom) minimum Sd>10 m vapour control layer is necessary. In spaces with
permanently high vapour pressure (e.g. factory kitchens, laundries, swimming pools, etc.) vapour barrier (Sd>100 m) must
be used.
The vapour control layers should always be placed at the inner side of the heat insulation, the overlaps and joints to other
structures (dormer window, walls) should be tight, sealed on air- and vapour-proof way.
Beyond the insulation between the rafters, a supplementary thermal insulation layer should be applied at inner side of the
rafters. Its thickness is offered to be at least 1/3 part of that between the rafters, but 1/2 of it is recommended. Mineral wool
insulation materials, jointed without any gaps are the best for this purpose.

Heat protection
Underlays do not have significant thermal resistance, reduction of the heat-load of the built-in spaces depends on the correct thermal insulation and adequate ventilating. But some metalised underlays can significantly reduce the heat-load in
summer. These membranes can reflect a great part of the radiated heat by adequate ventilation.
The vapour-control layer can be heat-reflecting as well, but in this case an airspace is necessary between the metalised foil
and the internal linings (e.g.: plasterboard).

Durability
The high temperature and heat-load accelerates the ageing of the underlay. Under metal covering or dark, bituminous
corrugated sheets, in case of complicated roof form with not proper ventilation, this process could be much faster and the
earlier damage of the material is expected.
The solution is the choosing of the proper structure and material. When the membrane exposed to higher heat-load, an
underlay with higher heat-resistance should be applied. The heat-resistance of the underlay is given in the technical datasheets.
Our suggestions to determine the adequate underlay to roofings with different heat-load:
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NORMAL
HEAT-LOAD:
In case
of adequately
ventilated tiling
or shingle made
on boarding.

INCREASED HEATLOAD:
In case
of adequately
ventilated metal
plate, sheet or
bitumen
corrugated
sheet.

HIGH
HEAT-LOAD:
In case of halls,
covered with light profiled steel, when the
special requirements of
the individual ventilation determined for hall
structures are fulfilled.**

EXTREME
HEAT-LOAD:
In case of hall
covered with dark profiled steel, when the
special requirements of
the individual ventilation determined for hall
structures are fulfilled.**

70 °C

80-90 °C

100 °C

100 °C*

* Underlays can resist 100 °C heat-load only for a limited period, ~5-10 years.
**Since in metal halls the proper ventilation can be ensured only by expensive accessories, special rules must be kept and
the application of an underlay with high heat-resistance is important.
Individual ventilation of halls:

Length of roof-plane in m
6 °≤α<15
15 °≤α

Free venting at
ridge cm2/fm

Minimum 35mm high trapezoidal plate,
contact with foil max. 50%

10

15

200

Minimum 45mm high trapezoidal plate,
contact with foil max. 50%

15

20

250
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GENERAL INSTALLATION GUIDELINES
• The direct UV-radiation damages and destroys the material of the underlays, so they are recommended to be covered
by the roofing as soon as possible. Details must be also carefully and fully-covered finished, that the underlay not to be
exposed to continuous UV-radiation.
• Underlays ensure adequate water-tightness only together with the roofing, but without it, these membranes can not protect (except some sealed underlays made for support and for a limited period), because water can penetrate through the
overlappings by the wind.
• In pitched roof structures, when α< 25°, only underlays Class W1 are allowed to be used. Membranes are made for boarding shall be Class W1, independently of the pitch of the roof.
• In case of pitch less, than 25°, the overlapping is minimum 15 cm, except sealed underlay where 10 cm overlapping is
enough.
• Although these products have high tensile strength, they cannot resist extreme wind-loads, without the protection of the
roofing. Damages of the underlays caused by wind, hail, etc., are the constructor’s responsibility – that is why it is so
important to be finished the roofing as soon as possible.
• Both supported and unsupported underlay should be laid parallel to the eaves with the proper overlapping.
• The unsupported underlay should be laid with slight, ~2 cm deep free-hanging, while the supported membranes should
be laid free of wrinkles.
• The drainage path between the underlay and the roofing should be constructed in full length of each rafter space.
• Always vapour-permeable underlays must be used over timber boarding.
• The membranes must be fixed by counter-battens, temporary fixing (e.g. by clips) is only allowed under the line of the
counter-batten.
• Lengthening of the underlays is possible over the rafters, under the counter-batten.
• Underlay with adequate heat-resistance according to the expected heat-load should be chosen in order to ensure long
life safety.
• Damaging of the membrane should be avoided during construction. Before roofing it must be checked and repaired when
it is necessary.
• Eaves water dropping strip should be led out under the counter-batten behind the eaves and not into the gutter (because
in winter, when the gutter is full of snow, the way of ventilation is closed.)
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CONSTRUCTION RULES OF NON-VENTILATED
(OR SINGLE-VENTILATED) STRUCTURES
•
•
•
•

Only vapour-permeable membranes (Sd < 0.3 m) may be used as underlays.
These membranes can be laid directly on support (timber boarding, thermal insulation).
The underlay may be folded over the ridge.
The membrane must be laid continuously, without any gap in the valley.

Icons
Protected against rain

Technical datasheet

CE marking

Temperature resistance

Protected against atmospheric
exposure, especially sun-radiation
and other heat sources

Resistance to water penetration or watertightness (Class W1)

UV resistance

Resistance to water penetration or watertightness (Class W2)

Instruction guideline

Fragile

Application temperature
(during installation)
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3 ECO
Material: Vapour-permeable and watertight functional membrane with polypropylene layer protection on both sides.
Application: In pitched roof structures, laid directly onto the thermal insulation,
paralell to the eaves with the printed side to the roofing.
Unitweight: 115g/ m2 (±20 g)
Tensile strength (MD/XD): 180 N/5 cm (±20%) /120 N/5 cm (±20%)
Sd: 0.05 m
UV resistance: 3 months
Water-tightness: W1
Temperature resistance: (–)24 °C – (+)70 °C

3 CLASSIC
Material: Vapour-permeable and watertight functional membrane
with polypropylene layer protection on both sides.
Application: In pitched roof structures, laid directly onto the thermal insulation,
paralell to the eaves with the printed side to the roofing.
Unitweight: 135 g/ m2 (±20 g)
Tensile strength (MD/XD): 220 N/5 cm (±20%)/140 N/5 cm (±20%)
Sd: 0.05 m
UV resistance: 3 months
Water-tightness: W1
Temperature resistance: (–)24 °C – (+)70 °C
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3 CLASSIC SA
(with self adhesive tape)
Material: Vapour-permeable and watertight functional membrane with
polypropylene layer protection on both sides with self-adhesive tapes.
Application: In pitched roof structures, laid directly onto the thermal
insulation with self-adhesive strip for the wind-tight sealing.
Unitweight: 135 g/ m2 (±20 g)
Tensile strength (MD/XD): 220 N/5 cm (±20%)/140 N/5 cm (±20%)
Sd: 0.05 m
UV resistance: 3 months
Water-tightness: W1
Temperature resistance: (–)24 °C – (+)70 °C

3 TOP
Material: Vapour-permeable and watertight functional membrane with
polypropylene layer protection on both sides.
Application: In pitched roof structures, laid directly over the thermal insulation, timber boarding or other solid support, paralell to the eaves with
the printed side to the roofing.
Unitweight: 155g/m2 (±20 g)
Tensile strength (MD/XD): 260 N/5 cm (±20%) /180 N/5 cm (±20%)
Sd: 0.04 m
UV resistance: 3 months
Water-tightness: W1
Temperature resistance: (–)24 °C – (+)70 °C
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3 EXTRA
Material: Vapour-permeable and watertight functional membrane with polypropylene
layer protection on both sides.
Application: In pitched roof structures, laid directly over the thermal insulation,
timber boarding or other solid support, paralell to the eaves with the printed side to
the roofing.
Unitweight: 175 g/m2 (±20 g)
Tensile strength (MD/XD): 280 N/5 cm (±20%) /200 N/5 cm (±20%)
Sd: 0.02 m
UV resistance: 3 months
Water-tightness: W1
Temperature resistance: (–)24 °C – (+)70 °C

PRO
Material: Vapour-permeable and watertight functional membrane with polyester
layer protection on both sides.
Application: In pitched roof structures, laid directly over the thermal insulation,
timber boarding or other solid support, paralell to the eaves with the printed side to
the roofing.
Unitweight: 130 g/m2 (±10%)
Tensile strength (MD/XD): 350 N/5 cm (±10%) /210 N/5 cm (±15%)
Sd: 0.02 m
UV resistance: 3 months
Watertightness: W1
Temperature resistance: (–)40°C – (+)100 °C
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THERMO SA
Material: special vapour-permeable, extremly high heat-resistant and watertight coating on a PES carrier layer with self adhesive tapes.
Application: In pitched roof structures, laid directly over the thermal insulation, timber boarding or other solid support, paralell to the eaves with the
printed side to the roofing with self-adhesive strip for the wind-tight sealing.
Unitweight: 210 g/m2
Tensile strength (MD/XD): 440 N/5 cm/270 N/5 cm
Sd: 0.09 m
UV resistance: 12 months
Watertightness: W1
Temperature resistance: (–)40°C – (+)150°C

ALU
Material: 4-layer vapour-permeable underlay (vapour-permeable, watertight
membrane with a special, perforated, heat-reflecting layer on the top)
Application: In pitched roof structures, laid directly onto the thermal
insulation.
Unitweight: 160 g/m2
Tensile strength (MD/XD): 330 N/5 cm/230 N/5 cm
Sd: 0.07 m
UV resistance: 4 months
Water-tightness: W1
Temperature resistance: (–)40°C – (+)90°C
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Metal
Material: 4-layer vapour-permeable underlay (vapour-permeable, watertight
membrane between 2 layers of PP, bonded to an open mesh of PP strands with
self adhesive tape.
Application: In pitched roof structures over 10° on timber boarding, under flat,
rigid sheet metal cladding (zinc, copper, stainless steel).
Unitweight: 450 g/m2
Tensile strength (MD/XD): 290 N/5 cm/205 N/5 cm
Sd: 0.02 m
UV resistance: 3 months
Water-tightness: W1
Temperature resistance: (–)20 °C – (+)80 °C

SOFT MP
Material: Microperforated, two layers of yellow or white polyethylene with polyethylene mesh reinforcement.
Application: In double ventilated pitched roof structures, without support,
in case of normal heat-load.

+70 °C
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SOFT W
non-perforated
Material: Two layers of white polyethylene with polyethylene mesh
reinforcement.
Application: In double ventilated pitched roof structures,
without support, in case of normal heat-load.

+70 °C

SOFT-S MP
Material: 2 layers of yellow or white polyethylene with polyethylene
mesh reinforcement and microperforation, with higher unit weight and
mechanical strength.
Application: In double ventilated pitched roof structures,
without support, in case of normal heat-load.

+70 °C
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SOFT ALU
Material: Polyethylene + polyethylene mesh reinforcement + metalized
Polypropylene.
Application: In double ventilated pitched roof structures, without support, in case
of normal heat-load. It is also used as a vapour-barrier layer, installed behind the
internal lining (e.g. plasterboard).

+70 °C

BLUE Sd20
Material: Polyethylene.
Application: As a vapour-barrier layer installed behind the internal lining
(e.g. plasterboard), it minimises the passage of vapour through the structure meanwhile reduces the air-infiltration and heat losses (in case of tight
sealing by overlappings and jointings).
Technical data:
Thickness: 0.2 mm
Sd: 100 m
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Adhesive tapes for roofing foils
MASTERMAX® TAPE (Diffusion tape): For the single-side taping
of vapour-permeable roofing foils and repair of tears.
MASTERFOL® TAPE-1 (Single-sided tape): For the single-side taping
of non-vapour permeable underlays and for repair of tears.
MASTERFOL® TAPE-2 (Double-sided tape): For taping the edges of
roofing foils to each other, to drop plates or to other metal structures.

SOFT
Material: Polyethylene fabric with a special water repelling
and watertight coating.
Application: In double ventilated pitched roof structures,
without support, in case of normal heat-load.

+70 °C
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SOFT-S
Material: Polyethylene fabric with a special watertight coating,
with even higher unit weight and mechanical strength.
Application: In double ventilated pitched roof structures,
without support, in case of normal heat-load.

+70 °C

ALU
Material: Polythylene fabric with heat-reflecting aluminium layer.
Application: In double ventilated pitched roof structures, without support,
in case of normal heat-load. It is also used as a vapour-barrier layer, installed
behind the internal lining (e.g. plasterboard).

+80 °C
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ALU LP
Material: Polythylene air bubble foil with heat-reflecting METPET layer.
Application: Installed behind the internal lining (e.g. plasterboard), it minimises
the passage of vapour through the structure meanwhile reduces the air-infiltration
and heat losses (in case of tight sealing by overlappings and jointings).

+70 °C

ALU PZ
Material: Polyethylene carrier layer with a METPET layer.
Application: Installed behind the internal lining (e.g. plasterboard), it minimises
the passage of vapour through the structure meanwhile reduces the air-infiltration and heat losses (in case of tight sealing by overlappings and jointings).
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TAPE
Adhesive tape with aluminium reflecting surface: for the air- and
vapour-tight jointing of vapour-barrier layers.

TYVEK® adhesive tape
Material: Polyethylene tape with modified acrylic-base adhesive
Application: For the single-side taping of vapour-permeable roofing foils
and for the repairing of tears.
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ROOF ACCESSORIES
The modern roofing materials (clay- and concrete tiles, shingles, metal sheets, etc.) together with their appropriate accessories create systems and so fulfil the requirements of a modern roof structures.
Due to the great variety of roof covering materials, the extensive range of forms and sizes, a wide selection of roof accessories is available. There are products universally applicable to several covering materials and there are some that fit only
one or some types.
Major groups of roof accessories sold by our company:
• Ventilating accessories
• Clamps, fastenings, safety elements
• Accessories for tinner works, sealings
• Other accessories

Ventilating accessories:
The proper ventilation of the pitched roof structure is necessary (see the relevant guideline of ÉMSZ and Application Guideline of Underlays - Masterplast Group International). Ventilating must be continuous between the eaves and ridge - as much
as it possible. Fresh, colder air must be ensured by the eaves, that moving up between the counter battens and transports
the moisture appearing under the roofing to the ridge where it ventilates out. Furthermore, the here streaming air is cooling
the hot roof covering on the backside in summer, thus also reducing the heat-load of the built-in spaces in the roof and the
aging of the underlay.
Conditions of the proper ventilation are defined by standards, guidelines (see: Planning and application guidelines of underlays (ÉMSZ 2006); Planning and installation guidelines (Masterplast Ltd.). In case of a normal pitched roof (α>20°, length of
rafters is maximum 10 m, with tile roofing), the minimal free ventilating cross-section is along the eaves: 200 cm2/m, while
along the ridge is: 50 cm2/m.
The necessary free ventilating cross-section can be ensured more efficiently by the accessories, than e.g. with ventilating
tiles. These tiles generally have smaller free cross-section, so 2–3 pieces of them would be necessary among each rafters.
Application of roof accessories is much cheaper, more efficient, and aesthetic, while prevent wetness, birds and large insects from getting beneath the roofing.

Clamps, fastenings, safety elements:
In many cases, the roofing tiles do not have to be individually fastened, but in case of certain pitches and details, their
fastening may become necessary (according to the application rules of the manufacturers of roof covering). However, ridge
tiles must be always fastened and Masterplast offers clamps for numerous ridge tiles.
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Masterplast also offers the most frequently used snow guides, which prevents from the sudden sliding of snow, thus avoiding personal injuries and damages. The appropriate place and number of snow guides depends on the type of roof covering
material, on the shape of the roof, as well as on the height of the building (according to the application rules of the manufacturers of roof covering).

Accessories for tinner works, sealings
In many cases during the construction of pitched roofs, different professions have to work just after each other (carpenter,
tinker, roofer). Masterplast offers several practical accessories that can be installed by the carpenter or the roofer and so
there is no need to wait for the tinker – it makes the finishing of the works faster and cheaper, but these accessories accelerate the work of tinkers as well.

Other accessories
This group of products includes ventilating window, sun tile, ventilating or base tile, aerial’s adapter, ventilating chimney, etc.

Icons
Protected against rain

Fragile
Protected against atmospheric exposure,
especially sun-radiation and other heat sources
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AC Eaves Ventilating Comb
Material: Polypropylene
Size: length 1000 mm.
Application: used to prevent birds and large insects from getting
beneath the roofing (between the tile batten and the wave of the tile)
Free ventilating cross-section: approx. 70%.

AC AC Eaves ventilating
element with comb
Material: Polypropylene
Size: length 1000 mm, height of ventilating batten 25 mm
Application: used to prevent birds and large insects from getting
beneath the roofing (under the wave of the tile) and ensures more
ventilation by the ventilating element, that replaces the first tile batten.
Free ventilating cross-section: minimum 220 cm2/m (across the batten)
+ approx. 70%.

AC Eaves ventilating element
Material: Polypropylene, UV-resistant
Size: length 1000 mm, height 25 mm
Application: used instead of the first tile batten by the eaves,
ensures proper ventilation.
Free ventilating cross-section: minimum 220 cm2/m
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AC Perforated ventilating
band/ventilating mesh
Material: PVC
Size: length 5 m
Application: used to prevent birds and large insects from getting beneath
the roofing (between underlay and the first tile batten)
Free ventilating cross-section: perforated airing band 70%, ventilating
mesh 80%

AC Perforated
ventilating profile
Material: Polypropylene
Size: length 2.5 m
Application: used to prevent birds and large insects from getting beneath
the roofing (between underlay and the first tile batten)
Free ventilating cross-section: 70%,

AC Rigid ridge
ventilating profile
Material: PVC
Application: Ensures free ventilation under the ridge tiles
of the below mentioned types.
Types: Alpine/Altec 2.2 pcs/m; Bramac Római/Mediterrán Danubia 2.2 pcs/m;
Tondach Csornai 1.1 pcs/m
Free ventilating cross-section: 125 cm2/m/roof side.
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AC Shingle ridge ventilating element
Material: PVC
Size: length 1.0m
Application: used for the ridge ventilation of shingle roofs, fixing by nails and covered
with bitumen shingles.
Free ventilating cross-section: 50 cm2/m/roof plane with sealing sponge band, 125
cm2/m/roof plane without sealing sponge band.

AC Shingle ventilating element
Material: Painted metal
Size: 500 × 300 mm (external dimensions)
Application : ensure additional ventilation on shingle roofing.
Free ventilating cross-section: 27 cm2/pcs

AC End cap
Material: coloured PVC or painted metal
Use: used for covering the end of the ridge instead of
starter or ending ridge tiles
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AC Clamp for ridge tile
Material: made of aluminium lacquered with polyester paint
Application: used for ridge tile installation along the ridges and hips.

AC Universal ridge sealing element
Material: coloured Polyurethane foam
Application: it ensures the sealing against wetness under the ridge tiles along the
ridges and hips. Non-ventilating, so it can be applied together with ventilating tiles or
in pithed roofs without underlays.
Available in different hights: 50 mm, 60 mm, 75 mm.

AC valley sealing strip
Material: coloured Polyurethane foam with self-adhesive tape – triangular
Length: 1000 mm
Application: it ensures proper sealing against wetness under the cutted edges
of the tiles along the valley. Non-ventilating, so ventilation must be secured
(e.g. by ventilating tiles)
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AC Ridge batten strut
Material: galvanized steel
Application: Serves for the exact lining and height adjustment of
ridge batten, without reduction of the ventilating cross-section.

AC Eaves
water dropping strip
Material: aluminium lacquered with polyester paint
Size: 5 m/roll painted aluminium strip
Application: the underlay drains the wetness onto this water dropping
strip that drips down from it and it also protects the boarding.

AC Plastic/Aluminium
valley plate
Material: UV-resistant PVC or formed aluminium plate coated with polyester paint
Length: 1.7 m (PVC) or 2.0 m (Aluminium); width 50 cm
Application: for the fast and safe roofing of valleys.
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AC sealing band
Material: self-adhesive thick butyl band
Length of the band: 73 cm.
Application: for the watertight joints of valley plates.

AC chimney flashing
Material: lead or aluminium; top side is lacquered with polyester paint,
the other side is covered with butyl glue.
Length: 5 m, thickness 30 cm
Application: for the fast and waterproof sealing of the joints of e.g. roof and chimney.
Easy to work with it, it is flexible and it has good adhesion to the surface of tiles, plastered walls and bricks.

AC Formed aluminium
finishing lath
Material: aluminium lacquered with polyester paint;
Length: 1 m
Application: for the waterproof finishing of chimney strip roll, fixed by plugs
into the wall or chimney. UV-resistant sealing is necessary between the upper edge of the lath and base in order to gain proper waterproofing.
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AC ventilating window
Non-heat insulated ventilation window
Application: for the ventilation of the loft and also ensures passage to the roof.
It is applicable to flat or small and moderate waved tiles.

AC Suntile
Material: UV resistant, transparent plastic
Application: the product can be used for lighting of
the loft-space and ordered in different forms.
Available types in the price and article list.

AC Ventilating or base tile
Material: coloured, UV-resistant polyamide.
Application: it ensures durable and aesthetic connection and passage through
the roof for e.g. arial’s adapter, ventilation chimneys, etc.
Available types in the price and article list.
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AC Aerial’s adapter
Material: coloured, UV-resistant polyamide
Application: for the adapting of the aerial set even in tilted angle. Its form passes
to the ventilating or base tile.

AC Ventilating chimney
Material: coloured, UV-resistant polyamide
Application: for ventilation. Its form passes to the ventilating or base tile

AC Flexible terminal
Material: PVC, Ø110 mm
Application: for the jointing of ventilating pipe and the ventilating chimney.
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AC Snow guard
Material: galvanized steel with polyester paint
Application: prevents from the sudden sliding of snow.
Size: height of the snow holding section ~60 – 70 mm

ALU-Roll
Material: shaped, perforated aluminium strip lacquered with polyester paint with two
butyl strips on the reverse side, along the edges.
Length: 5 m/roll, width 300 mm.
Application: used for ventilation of ridge tiles along the ridges and hips. It can be
fixed onto the surface of the tiles by the adhesive strips.
Free ventilating cross-section: 125 cm2/m/roof plane

Rollomat
Material: shaped, perforated aluminium strip lacquered with polyester paint with two
butyl strips on the reverse side, along the edges.
Length: 5 m/roll, 190 mm, 280 mm, 330 mm
Application: used for ventilation of ridge tiles along the ridges and hips. It can be
fixed onto the surface of the tiles by the adhesive strips.
Free ventilating cross-section: 125 cm2/m/roof plane
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AC AirVent
Material: shaped aluminium strip lacquered with polyester paint, with non-woven
PE fabric in the middle and two butyl strips on the reverse side, along the edges.
Length: 5 m/roll, width 300 mm.
Application: used for ventilation of ridge tiles along the ridges and hips. It can be
fixed onto the surface of the tiles by the adhesive strips.

Lüftomat
Material: Perforated PVC with Polypropylene fibres along the edges for the
perfect watertightness.
Length: 1,0 m; width 150 mm; fibre length 55 mm
Application: used for ventilation of ridge tiles along the ridges and hips. The
fibres ensure the proper fitting to the tiles.
Free ventilating cross-section: 125 cm2/m/roof plane
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ROOFING MATERIALS
I. BITUMINOUS CORRUGATED SHEETS
Bitumen corrugated sheets (AQUAWELL® LINE) are homogeneous mixture of organic fibres and bitumen with coloured
surface (red, green, brown, black) on top side. They are applicable for roofing (α> min. 7°) or for cladding of roofs and walls
of outbuildings, agricultural and industrial buildings.
The corrugated sheets have to be fixed with Aquawell® Line fastening nails on the battens according to the expected snowand wind-load. The longitudinal overlapping of the sheets is 14 – 20 cm depending on the pitch, in cross direction it means
1 or 2 waves. The necessary ventilation must be ensured according to DIN 4108. At the ridges AQUAWELL® LINE ridge
parts can be applied, for the finishing of gable is AQUAWELL® LINE barge board necessary. AQUAWELL® LINE sheets
are not vapour-permeable, thus vapour can condense on the backside. Against the dropping of condensed water vapourpermeable underlay can be used. For more details see the Installation guidelines of AQUAWELL® LINE bitumen corrugated
sheets.

LINE bitumious
corrugated sheet
Material: homogeneous mixture of organic fibres and bitumen with coloured surface (red, green, brown, black) on top side.
Application: for roofing (α> min. 7°) or for cladding of roofs and walls of outbuildings, agricultural and industrial buildings
Technical data:
Board size: 2000 × 930 mm
Gross plate area: 1.86 m2
Net plate area: 1.54 m2 (α>20°)
Number of waves: 10
Number of necessary nails: 18–26 nails/sheet, depending on the pitch
Wave size: 90/35 mm
Referable standard: EN 534
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LINE ridge cap
Application: for the covering of the ridges and hips.
Installation: the ridge cap must be fastened at each corrugations,
5 – 7 cm far from the edge. Ventilation must be secured
Technical data:
Length: 1000 mm
Overlap: 100 mm
Cover length: 900 mm
Covering width: 160 mm/side
Ridge height: 50 mm
Number of necessary nails: 20 nails/m
Material demand: 1.1 cap/m

LINE barge board
Application: for the finishing of gables.
Installation: the barge board must be laid onto the outer sheets of the covered roof
area and with the covering of 2 waves, fastened with 2 nails/batten. On the verge
board fixing is at every 30 cm.
Technical data:
Length: 1000 mm
Overlap: 100 mm
Cover length: 900 mm
Covering width: 160 mm
Material demand: 1.1 barge board/m
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AC Fastening nail
Material: Galvanized nail with plastic cap
Application: for the fastening of AQUAWELL® LINE bitumious corrugated sheets.
Installation: the sheets should be nailed at the top of each corrugation along the
overlappings and at every second corrugation inside the sheet.
Technical data:
Length: 70 mm
Number of necessary nails: 18–26 nails/sheet, depending on the pitch
Available: 100 pcs/packet
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LINE profiled PVC
transparent sheet
Material: extruded PVC with UV-resistant additive
Application: for the lighting of AQUAWELL® LINE corrugated sheet
covered roofs (α>min 15°) with its own fastening kit.
Installation: the installation of these sheets is the same than in case of
AQUAWELL® LINE corrugated sheets.
Technical data:
Board size: 2000 × 940 mm
Gross plate area: 1.86 m2
Net plate area: 1.54 m2 (α>20°)
Number of waves: 10
Wave size: 90/35 mm
Number of fixings: 18–26 nails/sheet, depending on the pitch
Wave size: 90/35 mm
Attention! Storing and transportation under dry conditions (maximum temperature: 40°C., moisture content: 80%), protected
against direct sun-radiation and other heat sources, because of risk of deformation (burning-glass effect)! Sheets must be stored
and transported horizontally with proper covering (e.g. with cardboard or heat-reflecting foil)! Maximum loading height: 50 cm.

AC Fastening kit
for profiled PVC transparent sheet
Material: It includes hard plastic support fitting the corrugated plate, a fastening screw and a cap.
Application: for the stable and rainproof fastening of AQUAWELL® LINE AC profiled PVC transparent sheet.
Installation: the sheets should be fixed at the top of each corrugation along the overlappings and at
every second corrugation inside the sheet.
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LINE AC profiled strip
Material: Polyurethane foam
Application: for the sealing of gaps between AQUAWELL® LINE sheets
and the supporting batten.
Installation: non-ventilating, so ventilation must be secured otherwise
(e.g. by ventilating parts).
Length: 100 cm

“SUN” profiled PVC
transparent sheet
Material: extruded, coloured PVC with UV-resistant additive
Application: for covering of garden pavilions, garages and other outbuildings
(α>min 15°).
Installation: it is similar to the installation of AQUAWELL® LINE corrugated plates,
with its own fastening kit. The longitudinal overlapping of the sheets is 14 – 20 cm
depending on the pitch, in cross direction it means 1 or 2 waves. The necessary
ventilation must be ensured according to DIN 4108. The sheets are not load-bearing, passable only on load-distributing boards.
Technical data:
Board size: 2000 × 1090 mm
Gross plate area: 2.18 m2
Net plate area: 1.75 m2
Wave size: 72/18 mm
Attention! Storing and transportation under dry conditions (maximum temperature: 40°C., moisture content: 80%), protected
against direct sun-radiation and other heat sources, because of risk of deformation (burning-glass effect)! Sheets must be stored
and transported horizontally with proper covering (e.g. with cardboard or heat-reflecting foil)! Maximum loading height: 50 cm.
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II. ROOFBOND® SHINGLE BITUMINOUS SHINGLES
ROOFBOND® SHINGLE bitumen shingles are made of non-woven glassveil reinforcement impregnated with oxidised bitumen with mineral granules protection upperside, plastic film protection on the self-adhesive strip and fine sanding underside.
ROOFBOND® SHINGLE is suitable for roofing of pitched roofs and also for renovation of slated roofing. Its application is
especially favourable in case of roof structures with a limited load-bearing capacity. These shingles can be used on complex
roofs or bended surfaces as well, because their flexibility and light weight make it possible and also accelerate the roofing.
The allowed pitch of the roof is: 20°<α>75°.
The roof deck must be smooth, firm, dry and securely fastened, made of timber boards, plywood or OSB. The underlays
are applied parallel to the eaves, as flat as possible to prevent unevenness from being projected in the shingle surface
with hidden nailing in the overlapping areas, which is 15 cm in pitch of 20°<α>22°, and 10 cm in pitched roof α<22°. The
shingles must be fastened to the substructure with shingle nails and with double nailing in case of α>60°, but the complete
surface adhesion and waterproofness will be ensured by the sticking of the shingles after a warm, summer season. Using
of ROOFBOND® SHINGLE SIL is necessary in pitched roof α>60°, or when the ambient temperature is under (+) 10 °C during construction or at fixing to tinker works. If the shingles are not expected to melt together by the heat of the sun within a
couple of weeks after installation (e.g. construction during autumn) then the shingles must be melted together by heat-blow.
The suitable ventilation of ROOFBOND® SHINGLE bitumen shingles must be ensured according to DIN 4108.
For more details see the Installation guidelines of ROOFBOND® SHINGLE.

Technical data:
Type:
Rectangle
Thickness (nominal):
~3.5 mm
Heat resistance:
(+)80 °C
Available:
20 pieces/package
3 m2/package,
9 kg/m2

Hexagonal
~3.5 mm
(+)80 °C
22 pieces/package
3 m2/package,
9 kg/m2

Beavertail
~3.5 mm
(+)80 °C
21 pieces/package
3 m2/package,
9 kg/m2
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SHINGLE V-13
Oxidized bitumen underlay
Material: Non-woven glassveil carrier, impregnated with a mixture
of oxidised bitumen and mineral fillers and fine mineral sanding on
both sides.
Application: as an underlay for the increasing of the waterproofness and for levelling of the unevenness of timber boarding of
discontinuously laid bitumen shingles on pitched roof structures. It
also serves as temporary waterproofing during construction.
Coverage: 1.1 (or 1.15) m2/m2
Storage and transport: Vertically, in standing position on a
wooden pallet; under dry conditions, protected against direct sunradiation and other heat sources.

AC Shingle nail
Material: galvanized nail with a barbed shaft and head diameter of 10 mm
Application: for the fixing of underlays and shingles into timber boarding.
Installation: the length of the nails is defined by the thickness of 2 layer shingle
and the minimal required fastening depth (18 –23 mm). For more details see the
Installation guidelines of ROOFBOND® SHINGLE.
Quantity
In pitched roof α<60°C
In pitched roof α>60°C

Square
21 pcs/m2
42 pcs/m2

Hexagon
21 pcs/m2
42 pcs/m2

Beaver
35 pcs/m2
70 pcs/m2
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SHINGLE SIL
Sealing and bonding bitumen for shingle roofing
Material: One-component, bitumen based adhesive and sealent containing solvent.
Application: for the fixing of the shingles to each others and tinker works.
Installation: Using of the product is necessary in pitched roof α>60°,
or when the ambient temperature is under (+) 10°C during construction
Storage, expiry date: under dry conditions, protected against atmospheric exposure, especially
sun-radiation and other heat sources. Storing temperature is between (+) 5°C and (+) 30°C.
In case of the prescribed storage and handling conditions, the expiry date of the product is 12
months after production.
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For detailed information
or quotation please contact:
MASTERPLAST INTERNATIONAL
EXPORT DEPARTMENT
E-mail: export@masterplast.hu
Phone: +36 22 801 300

